Individual Rights Final Exam Grading Notation Key
Prof. McDonald
Issue
II = Correct issue statement
12 = Incomplete issue statement
13 = Incorrect issue statement

Rule
Rl = Correct statement of governing legal principles
R2 = Incomplete statement of same
R3 = Incorrect statement of same

Analysis
Al = Correct factual analysis
A2 = Incomplete factual analysis
A3 = Incorrect factual analysis

Conclusion
C 1 = Correct conclusion
C2 = Incomplete conclusion
C3 = Incorrect conclusion

Other Specific Notations:
D = Did not follow instructions provided on front of exam or as part of question (e.g.,
what rule to apply).
G = Good point or analysis.
ORG = Recommend better organization of issues and analysis, and/or not mixing
together different issues within the same discussion.
Y = "Yes!" (as in "righto!")

2)
Here, state action blc actor is Plaine -- astate--thus no barrier here under state action doctrine

V

/flf3

I) Was the transfer of 10 inspections frmo S to T a valid transder of property undt/lakings
clause?
5A taking clause says that not shall private proeprty be taken for public use wi

0

just

compensation> 4 epxrss parts: 1) Taking--here, there is a possessory taking--the 10 inspection
stations, thus this is a per se taking that requries complesation; 2) Property? Property defined by
state law, thus hs<re the property is

u1i~on stations..thus,- have property; 4) Just
~--

compensation--here, 3 basic principlesi: look to owner's loss and not takeers' gain, and measured
by FMV> here, facts state that FMV provided for those businesses and properties. Thus, govt ok
here: 3) Issus is whether this is a pubic use? UNder Kelo decision, there is a borad interpretation
of public use. Takings allow iffor plausible, nonprexetual public purposes, subject to rational
basis rview. HOwever, kennedy;s concurrence said that if any part fot record suggest that what
govt has really done has been for benfit of prviate party, then ratchet up level of review--to

6

meaningful RB review. Here, S would allege that property is being transferred for private use in
vioatltion of takings clause--that this was going directly to T--and not allowed.Here, though
nroamlly used tradtional RB, the level of review would likely be scruintinzed a little higher-RB

wi teeth (kennedy concurrenceO blc of the fact that she has colleg ebuddy adn romoate, LL< who
was the owner ofT as well as the fact that they negotiated a higher inspection fee wi T. Thus,
analysze under RBwl teesth. Under RB, must be a legit govg objective--the objective here,
according to govt, was to get rid of S because they were passing people that they shoudl fail--and
concerned about traffic safety.. However, looking deeper into facts, ct woudl see that the
contract containted no performance criteria--thus, under RB, though maybe some legi tinterest,
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(Question 2 continued)

this was not a rx relta· nship--they did not communicate to S at all about famulyt examinations.
4-

And really, look to hidden agenda of getting more moeny for state b.c ofvehical inspection fees
higher at T--as well as personal connection. Thus, under RB wi teeth, govt action would fail and
5A takings violqtion would succeed

/'1

2) Was the govt action restrict Ss ability earn a lvign of engange in a profession, and thus violate
Economic SDP under 14A?

S woudl assert that by taking away 10 station, ruined her ability to make living--vehcile
inspection. Here, 14a says no state shall deprive any person oflife liberty or property wlo DP of
law. Post_Lochner, courts have issued a 2 part approach to reviegin econmic legistaionlaction-
under doonnat RB review. When govt impinges upon econ interest, 1) action only has to have
legit end of purposes. Ct takes govt at word here, even if stated purposes os not true purpose.
Since Plaine would assert that they had 20 cars that passed when they shoudl of failed out of 50,
cpompares to 5 and 3 out of 50 at state inspection and at T, that they had an interest in traffic
safety--that owul dbe legit, nlw/s the conneection to LL. 2) does actiob ear reasonable
relationshio to acheiving stated end/purspose. The action of transferring to T, who has only had
5 out of 50 pass w
even though wa

n shoud lhave failed, coudl be one way to eahive objection of traffic safety,
c usive (RB tolerates much over& under incJvusivity), thus, law uphel

,

dunder RB
~

3) Was govt action impair an existing K?
K clause sattes that no state shall pass any law (or have any action) impariing the ibigation of
contracts. This only applies to state, not federal legislation & only applies to interfering wi
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(Question 2 continued)

existing K right. Here, there is 3 part test to detennine to what extent there can be an impiannent
of existing contractual obligations. Here, there was a K that was set to exprire in 2020, and did
not caintain any express tennination rights.

j I) Is there a substantial impariment fo existing contractual obliation? Yes, here ter as as this is
~~nlY 2009, and contracts was to run thru 2020, thus II years is substantial; 2) If subst3Iltial

~ 1/

impainnent, does impariment servce an important public purposes (b/c here, state is a party to the
K). IMportant public purpose is higher level ofjudical review than just legit public purposes.
Plaine would assert

traffit1a~y as important public

purpose and likely this is omporatan b./c

dont want cars on the road that should hava failed insepction; 3) If important purpose, then
impairment must be both rx & necessaty to achieve an imporant puble puroses. Here, Plaine
likely fails. Why? Well, not sure that T was that much better at inspectiosn sinc erandom 50 car
sample is not even that much, especially not considereing type, age, condition of car. Also, not
sure that tmasfer was necessary. Mayeb instead ofjust shutting it down, State shoudl have
communited to S regardin conems about faulty examination before. Thus, likely not necessary-
and S coudl win on K clause claim

10

4) Was the govt action violate Ss PDP rights under 14A?
Under 14A, S&L govt shall nto deprive pera n of life, liberty, or property.
Here, the property interest would be1ii

in~~ stati0!.1~..: UNder PDP nalsyus, ct only

applies to cogniz
1) Is the

a congixable liberty of property interest. For this property interest, S must have legit

of entitlemen, which must be grounded in some law, regulation, govt policy or practice.

b

Here, S could say claim of entilement was state contract thru 2020--and that there were no
peffomrance criteria and no express tennination clauses. Thus, likely could find cognizable
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(Question 2 continued)

property itnerest in the stations
2) if conginzable interest, must alos have a contizbale deprivation by govt. Must be intentioanl
deprivaiton. Here, this could easily be proved blc gov toook away thei stations. Though govt
would argue that they gave them fair compensation, doe snot matter under this prong. There was
an intentaional derrivaiton of service stations--thru 2020.
3) Did govt give you fair procuedes? Ideally, this means advance notice and meaningful oppty to
be heaerd (held beofre deprivation and befor netural decision/impartil maker). Here, teh stae did
not communicate wi S at reagarind concerns about faily examinatioons--rather announced
effective immediately, that Ss contracts was being termiantion 9w/o express temriatnion clause).
Govt woudl argue that they dont need ideal procuedres udner matthews 3 factor balancing test. !)
private interst will be affected--here, the right to inspectionfv for 9 mor eyears--this is sifgnficant
for KlS blc likely her liveIohood; 2) risk of an enerronous deprivation of such interst thru
proecures use.d Here, the govt did not even give S any warning. Maybe if they had given her
warning, or myabe looke dmore closely at the vehciles being inspected, they coudl have been
able to keep their stations there and maybe alleviated safety concerns. Should hav given S an
opportunityt

0

respond as to why she allegedly passed 10 cars that should have failed.; 3) govt

interest & fiscal adminlburden that addtional or substaitve proceudres woul dential. This would
nto be high, jsut giving S an opportunity to reposond as well as maybe doing more than 50 car
inspections. Though a biut higher burden, on balance, b/c of provate interest that is being taken
away--KlS would likely have a valid PDP claim

I>
Pats claim vs Plaine (here, no state action issues b/c govt owned the smog insepction station)

y

Here, Pat would first assert that the law making vehicles manfucatured in taiwain clome in from
8 to 10 was an illegiatimte classifcation, and violation under 14A EP clause
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(Question 2 continued)

Here, EP clause holds that no state shall deny to any person wi in its JX the EP

0

fthe law. Law

has to treat similarly sitauted people simlilary. Two lines of cases--one that is applicable here is
teh classificaiton lines. A statut eor law may embody a classication on its face or may be neutral.
If explicitly classified on its face, then ct will go ahead and review requisite level fo scruitny
based on tyep of classification it it. However, here, govt would say this is a facially neutral law-
that this applies to all cars in Taiwain--and govt would say that this has nothign to do with
Gender. However, Pat must prove not only discirminatory intent but discirmaory puroses. Use
the ARlington Hegihtsdecision to find whether dicrmiantory impact was intentional. First. Pat, in
PF case, must only prove that discrimatoty purposes has been a motivating factor (not THE
motiviating factor)--senstiive inquiry into cirsucmatnaul & direct evidence of intent may be
available. P coudl likely show this that this is clear dsiocrimiantion, and law is unexpalable other
than on grounds against transgendered people. Here, if Pat could prorve the conversasison
between Van and Dawn, which VAN said that they wanted those peopel to go to other inspection
stations--then this could prove intent. Then burden of porof shift to gove to prove that same
decision woudl have resutled even if impermissibe lurposes woudl not have been consdered.
Heer, since the Cutie was the only motor vehicle being made in Taiwan, and CUtie were being
driven by thte transgenred peopel, this was directly at the transgenderd people--thus, likely could
not prove anythign else and woudl need to ratchet up the level of scruitny.

1

NExt q--what level of scrutiny. Here, transgners istuation have not been addressed by SC<
though gOV! may assert this is similar to sexual orientaiton--and should only get RB wi teeth
review. Here, must loook to City of Clebumne factots to determine cateogry clssifcation

11 ( 1) Immutabliitlity--here, this cuts aginsat Pat sclim since it was Pat choice tobet umed into

A

women from man. Thus, this would favor the classificaiton being dealt with as non-suecpt
2) Whether classificaiton has anything to do about person;a bility to contirbue to society:
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(Question 2 continued)

transgenders can function just likel anyone else, so this cuts in favor of rathecting up review
3) history of discrimnation: Here, P had to admit that significant efforst made by Plaine and
country as a whole to prevent discimarintion aginsat transfender indiviudal since sex-change
technology was first made available 20 years ago. Thus, simile to Clebture, looking at modem
standards, this cuts against ratechteing up review; ADditoinally, fdealr & P govt added such
indivualds to protected class under antiidscimriantiont atteus(htough not paplied to govt EEs)

4) politlca powerfulness: Here, such group has no history of bring political powerul, thus under\
Carolene FN4, this would be area to ratchet up reivew

It 2.---

/

5th argumetnsliperyu slore would favor govt belc dont wnat to allow people who have sex
change and people like them to contniue to get suspect classficiaotn

On balance, close c1asss...likely not suspect classification nor quasi-suspect, but likely treat
non-suspect c1ass--but apply RB wi teeth <Z (

J3

__

.

IA2-

as)

Here, the legit interest that govt says is that Taiwanese care were so sophistaicted that needed)
more time. This could be considerd legit, though not sur ewhethe stated purpose sis true

fll--

prupopseo. However, under RB wi teeth analysis, similar to that applied in ROmer, this would
likely not be a rx relationship--to only allow between 8 an d 10. Evidence that other technicaints
took mor etime dealing iwth soupred up negined and muflfer sustems--thus this Iwa would be
under inclusive. And there is such a hint of inviosus discmirnation here--with the convo between
V and D--that it really looks like this was done for discimaroty purpsoes--and this the action of
limitin;

?

10 would violate EP rights (also limited it to jsut firdays---underinclusive)

Pat woudl also have a 1a claim--that her expressive rights--both the flags and message that
gender is a choice--were violated by action to limit vehicles manufacured between 8 and 10;
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(Question 2 continued)

Here, free speech clause says congress hall make not law anrginsinge freedom of spec. Os have
interpreted this beyong pseakaing to all forms of meaningful human epxressioN (thus, here could
include slongan of gender is choic eas well as pink flags). basically, if trying to convey mesage,
then it will be protected in som efonn. First, look at the speech. Here, the speech, accoding to ~

Pat, this is a content based regulation, and ct should apply SS. This is content based on SUbjec'J
matter restriction---restidting spech of gender. Though, Plaine woudl like to argue that this is
just time, place, mnaner since gve them frmo 8 to 10 to apply their signes on friday evenings,
which would only apply intennediate scruitny, here liek PLayboy when have mix ofTPM and
content based, treat as acontent based regulation, subject to SS. However, befor eapply SS, must
1.---/
look to capaicty that tthe govt is acting. Here, govt is acting as landowner where special rules

A

apply--even fully protected speech if govt wa sonly soverieng, ct when acting as loandowner,
gives more Jesway to restrict such speech. Is this TPM? Here, P would argue that this is like
sidwalks, and othe rpublic propelty which had been opent

0

epxresive acitiveis. However, likely

vehcile sinepction area is not a TPF. Likely not DPF here blc govt had not made consicous poluc
decioson to open iup this forjm. Thus, under Krishna analss, procees of exclusion, this is a
NPF===and govt can restict speech as Ion as regs are ex consdireign natur of property for which
\

Y

(it si dedication as that regs are viewpoint netural. HOwever, here, regs are liekly not viewpoint
neutral, blc targeting o~ type of spech--gender as a choice. and Thus, woud lbe struck donw in I
I'>

a

(2, I
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(Question 1 continued)

QUESTION TWO

Sniffy's Claims: .---

~2-

Sniffy's economic rights have been infringed by the government action to terminate its contract.
This economic liberties include the right to learn a living and the right to contract.

Were S's SDP rights violated?
While the court struck down most economic legislation and government action during
Locher, cases like Nebbia and Carolene Products cemented the "Doormat" approach to analyzing
economic legislation for substantive due process rights. This means there need only be a
legitimate purpose, real or hypothesized. In this case, the purpose for terminating the contract
was that S had given too many passes at times that should have been fails. While it seems clear
that this was not the real reason, given by the facts that Kay was friends with a competitor, she

/C)

---

was getting more money from the new company, under SDP rational basis review the court must
accept the reason the government gives as true.

Tailoring. There must be a rational relationship between the action and the purpose. The
purpose was to have a better company, a more accurate company, on the job, and her action was
to replace S with someone who did a better job. That's what she did. Tailoring is fine.
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(Question 1 continued)

The court has never invalidated action for SDP for econ rights since 1930, so it is unlikely Sniffy
would win on this.

i

~ 1

Did the actions of MVD violate the contracts clause?
When the government is a party in teh contract, as is the case here, the court applies the US Trust
test to decide if the CC has been violated. First there must be a substantial impairment of an
existing contractual right. The right here was existing and current because the contracts did not
expire until 2020 and were currently in force. If an industry is highly regulated, there will be less
of a substantial impairment on that company because they should have foreseen the action. The
smog industry is probably one that is highly regulated. This may mean there was not substantial

~

impairment. However, because the contract was completely taken away, this is probably
substantial. Second, ask if that impairment serves an important public purpose? In this case, it
was serving the police powers of the state by protecting the safety of the state by replacing this
company with a safer one (less passes that should have been fails). Finalls, is the impairment
reasonable and necessary to achieve the public purpose? In this case, there were other
alternatives, such as notifying S that they had failed these tests and giving them a chance to get
better before terminating their contract all together. This probably wasn't neceesary. Therefore,
the CC is probably violated here.

/3
Was there a taking of S's interest in the contract?
To have a taking, there must be private property taken for public use without just compensation.
The private property in this case would be the 10 stations

1~nd the businesses. Under Kelo,

f"2-.,(an y public purpose is considered a public use. Therefore, taking teh stations to give to someone

~

l

else to use to do smog checks for the state as well is a public use. There was a taking because the
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(Question 1 continued)

land was physically taken. This is a per se taking. However, the taking was compensated. by the
FMV of the businesses and properties that were taken. Under US v. Miller, it is the owner's loss
and not the taker's gain that is calculated. Therefore the FMV (as stated in Powelson), is the best
mark 02ust compenstaion. Because just compensation was paid, there was no Taking. )

{2..3

wereY's.tcedural due process rights violated? The property interest taken here was the

bus1:7e~erty.There was an intentional deprivation because the state took the
properties and gave them to another company. Was there fair process? No, the government never
notified S that they were taking their property. It is possible that there could be a post deprivation
hearing, but there doesn't seem to be evidence of it. The court looks at three factors in
determining whether or not there was fair process: private int affected, risk of erroneous
deprivation, burden of govt providing ore than it did. This was S's entire business, so there was a
big private int affected, not much risk of error in deprivation because they knew from their
reports that they had given passes when they shouldn't, however, it wouldn't have been a burden
for the govt to notify them before taking the roperty away. They made it effective immediately.
Therefore, PDP has been vioalted here.
/0

Pat's Claims

EPC--Classification in V's station to limit appointments for Taiwainese cars
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(Question 1 continued)

Is the government acting? Yes, Plaine owns V's station so V is a government actor.

tWhat is the classification?
The EPC means that laws must treat people who are simliarly situated similarly. lt doesn't
~

mean you have to treat everyone the same, but the law must "apply equally" to all people that
implicate the law. In this case, the policy of V did not expressly create a classification, but it did
create a classification through disparate impact on transgendered individuals. In Washington v.
Davis the court held that disaparate impact alone is not enough to show an EPC issue, that a P
must also show a discriminatory purpose by the government as well. This can be shown by three
factors as laid out in Arlington Heights: a pattern of discrimination that results from the law, the
historical background in which the law was adopted, and the statements or comments made by
those who adopted the law. Here, V clearly made statements to his worker that he would rather
the transgendered girls "go to another station" and then the next week adopted his new policy.
Also, there is a pattern of discrimination that results from the law because the cars from
"Taiwan" are the Cutie cars, the only cars coming from Taiwan, and all the transgendered girls
that come into the station are driving this car. The historical backdrop is shown by the adoption
of the anti discrimination laws for transgendereds, which would not have been adopted had there
4~
cl
n~ot been a history of discrimination there. Therefore, there is a discriminatory intent shown.
However, V can still escape EPC analysis ifhe can show the policy would have been passed
anyway despite this discriminatory intent. It seems in this case that while there was a legitimate
reason for the law that was not discriminatory, the law only came into play just after the
discussion with his worker about transgendereds, and both of them deciding they wished they
would go elsewh<:Je. Therefore the EPe is invoked. )
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(Question 1 continued)

In order to decide the level of review, we must decide whether the class is suspect, quasi suspect,
or non suspect. Transgendereds are not a recognized class, so we must apply the Cleburne factors
in order to determine the level of review. The factors laid out in Cleburne are (l) whether the
characteristic is immutable, (2) past history of discrimination, (3) history of political
/-

~powerlessness, and (4) whether giving this group a suspect classification would lead to a flood of
litigation. Looking at (I), the transgendereds themselves seem to say that "Gender is a choice"
with their flag, insinuating that they chose to be transgendered, so therefore maybe the

A2-

characteristic is not immutable. For (2), there does seem to be past discrimination, evidenced by\
the passage of the anti discrimination laws. The same argument could go for (3). Giving this
group suspect class may lead to more groups of people that dress or act differently to seeks

supect class. Therefore, this is PLQ.fu!i;iYt1sii;pcct class. W£ can look at the policy under
rational basis review. The court may also look at this under

3

Quasrt~t review because it is
~-

gender1scrimination (the only ones affected by this are women. New women, but women.)

-,

Under rational basis review, there must be a legitimate interest and a reasonable relationship
between the law and the interest. The purported interest in this case to moving the repairs to 8
lOpm is to avoid delaying appointments for other customers because of the complexity of the
computers. However, the real reasons are what V and his co-worker stated, that they don't want
the transgendereds coming in anymore, and because they have dance lessons at 8pm, passing the
law essentially did that. The MEANS analysis means that the interest must be reasonably related
to the law. There is under inclusiveness here because there are other cars that had souped up
engines that caused the same delays that the Cutie's did. However, these other cars only came a
-:::z:-- Lc....--
few times a month, so the under inclusiveness isyrobably not substantial. Therefore, the policy
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(Question 1 continued)

will probably pass rational basis review and be upheld.

tl/

1

~

The court may also feel that Transgendereds belong in a similar classfication to sexual
orientation, which has a rational basis with teeth review. In this case, the "teeth" would cause the
purported purpose to be the REAL purpose. Therefore, since it seems that V's purported purpose
of saving time is not his real purpose (which seems to be to keep transgendereds out), just the \
addili'3n of the "teeth" to the review of the policy would probably be enough to strike it down.

I
) A~

Freedom of Expression--to fly her flag? Govt owned property? Forum? Non-Public Forum...may
limit speech (flying flag, conduct as speech) as long as its related to purpose of form (to do smog
checks) and not viewpoint discrm.

bl
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